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DISCUSSION 

Introductions: We welcome our newest team member, Garradan Simmons, who now serves 

as our student representative. 

Mobile-Friendly Staff Directory. Alfonso showed us the new two-column Directory pages. 
We need to swap out the email addresses with an envelope link. We selected a couple of 
icons to use when a staff member has a website URL to list. 

Accessibility Issues Report. Alfonso presented today’s report. Our web queen, Anh Dinh, 

has powered through the list was made up of engine-level errors—things that only ITS (not 
the editors) could address. Our error numbers went from 72 to 28! Her efforts really paid off. 
As a result, there is no need to “target” the major offenders listed last month, as they no 
longer have an unreasonable number of errors. The training sessions will be general in 
nature, showing users how to fix the standard accessibility errors.  

Spring Training Dates. We adjusted the remaining training dates. Alfonso will create an 
eblast and the accompanying sign-up URL. The trainings will be held in U-101.   

 March 28, Thursday, 11:00am  

 May 17, Friday, 9:00am  

 June 3, Monday, 3:00pm 

Mobile Website Issues List. Alfonso encouraged us all to report to him any issues we hear 

of or discover when using the website on a mobile device. Loann had a couple to report. A&R 
homepage has tons of white space you have to scroll through to get to the navigation links at 
the bottom of the page. She thought it was something she should fix, but Alfonso assured her 
it was out of her hands. Another, the Accessibility link leads to a page where the special 
image gets cut off. We looked at a few others (Athletics for example) that need tweaking. 
There are quite a few. Amy suggests asking the web publishers to look at their own pages on 
a mobile device and report back any issues they find. We would need:  

1. The URL of the page. 
2. Screenshot of the issue. 
3. Description of the problem. 

Drop Down links. The “Free Tuition (SCC Promise Scholarship)” link has not been added to 

the Enroll menu following the Financial Aid link. Garradan brings a request from Diana 
Casares to have an ICC link under Students, below ASG. Do we need a Help Desk ticket or 
just an email to Anh? Email will do. Amy will make that request of Anh.  

BCE Web Page Refresh. Alfonso let us know that the new web pages created by an outside 

vendor for the Business & Career Education Division are ready to be incorporated and tested 
out. Amy explained that they will not replace our department home pages, but instead act as 
a top-layer landing page geared towards marketing our programs. The BCE departments 
need their left-hand navigation links, so the existing program pages will remain unchanged. 

Don’s Position at the Helm. We learned that Don would be hired temporarily (short-term 
position) as the Electronic Media Specialist, while they fly the permanent position. Celebration 
ensued. [EDIT: As I type these minutes the following day, we have just learned that this quick 
fix will not be possible. (Darn you, HR rules!) Don is not allowed do any work on the website, 
volunteer or otherwise. We will miss him greatly.] 



Next Meeting: May 9 1:30 p.m. in B-208. 

Next Meeting: Since our regular April meeting falls during Spring Break, we won’t meet again 
until May 9. 

 

ACTION ITEMS 
 Alfonso will notify ITS about our website icon choices for the mobile Staff Directory. 

 Amy will notify Anh about adding links for “Free Tuition (SCC Promise Scholarship)” and 

“ICC” to the appropriate drop-down menus. 

 Amy will adjust the meeting dates for the rest of the semester, and verify location (U-101). 

 Alfonso will create an eblast for the training dates and sign-up pages. 

 Alfonso will ask all Web Publishers to review their own web pages on a mobile device and 

report any issues they discover. 

 


